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        Weaning

                    When it’s time to move on from milk...

                ...it’s the start of a great big food adventure with baby. And while things may get messy, were here to help make it fun and healthy too.
For everything you need to prepare baby’s meals, to their first cutlery, cups and tableware, we’ve got you covered for a great start to healthy appetites and mealtime manners.
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                                                                We know that your care about what your kids are eating
...it’s the start of a great big food adventure with baby. And while things may get messy, were here to help make it fun and healthy too.
Introducing the Quick Cook Baby Food Maker...
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            Quick Cook Baby Food Maker

            
                Our Quick Cook Baby Food Maker is what parents have been waiting for. It creates quality homemade meals for baby in minutes. Even if your cooking skills are only up to burnt toast.

            

            Find out more
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            Quick Cook Baby Food Maker

            With the Tommee Tippee Quick-Cook Baby Food Maker, you can prepare healthy, homemade and nutritious meals for your little one with minimal mess and maximum ease. Featuring both steam and blend settings, you can choose to make smooth purées when you start the weaning process, or chunkier meals for more advanced babies. The functions can be used separately or at once for a quick, easy and fuss-free mealtime.
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                    Dining out and about
When it comes to little ones, we take an ‘eat anywhere’ approach as a way of introducing little ones to sharing tables and mealtime manners. 
From easy scoop bowls, to bibs that roll and go to easy ways to warm and serve food and snacks on the go, we try make dining out as simple and mess free as possible. So whether you’re enjoying picnics in the park or lunch with all the relatives your little one can join in and feel part of the family. 
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                    Easi-Scoop Feeding Bowls
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            Easi-Scoop Feeding Bowls

            Stock up on easy scoop bowls, featuring our unique, triangular base that makes it easy-peasy to scoop up food.
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                            Tableware

                
            When it comes to little ones, we take an ‘eat anywhere’ approach as a way of introducing little ones to sharing tables and mealtime manners. 
From easy scoop bowls, to bibs that roll and go to easy ways to warm and serve food and snacks on the go, we try make dining out as simple 
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            Weaning Spoons

            
                From soft tips for tender mouths to long handles for reaching to the base of jars. Our baby cutlery sets are designed to help helo you though from those first tastes to
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            Weaning Spoons

            From soft tips for tender mouths to long handles for reaching to the base of jars. Our baby cutlery sets are designed to help helo you though from those first tastes to 
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                    Self Feeding Spoons
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                    Heat Sensing Spoons
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            Self Feeding Spoons

            When baby is ready to feed themselves these easigrip spoons make it child’s play to grip, scoop and get food from a bowl into their mouth. BACSHIELD™ protects the spoon tips by reducing bacteria by up to 99.99%*
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            Heat Sensing Spoons

            Help your baby discover solid foods more safely with our super smart heat sensing spoons.
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